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jgallery presents:
An exclusive exhibition of drawing and painting
By 1 artist

‘Ataraxia’
May 8th- June 8th 2019
Open Hrs Weds-Sat 10am-4pm
Private View Fri 10th May 6-8pm
View this truly exciting exhibition offering
profoundly different styles of expression
by recognised artist Peter Sayer
For private viewing times please contact the
jgallery 01604 492192/
07734 757 450 sue@jgallery.org.uk
sue@jgallery.org.uk
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The 10th anniversary of Northampton’s
premier art gallery. A free entry gallery and a
centre of excellence for nationally recognised
and emerging and local artists.
Peter Sayer

Peter is an accomplished artist whose Art and
Design career spans 55 years. He is a post war
child brought up by the sea and the coast is a
reoccurring theme in his work. Before dedicating
himself to his painting, he enjoyed a successful
career as an Architect / Interior Designer. And
over the last 17 years he has been steadily
building a body of work which he felt was of
standard he was personally happy with. However,
it has been the last 5-6 where he has really
focused and devoted him self to painting full
time.
His tools of choice are pencil and watercolour on
heavy duty paper. But he enjoys mixed media,
especially oil, water and sand. But it he can quite
often be found experimenting with anything to
hand, scrubbing brushes, plastering trowels,
sticks, anything that makes a mark and takes him
out of his comfort zone.
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Gallery statement
Every now and then a rather special artist
approaches the gallery with an idea. Peter
Sayer is that special artist.
Enthusiasm just oozes from his conversation
and his diversity of subject matter makes
describing his work difficult. Perhaps it is:Eclectic/skillful/controversial/ ERT
(emotion recollected in tranquility)
Not many artists that approach Sue Brooks
(the curator of jgallery) have the depth and
quality of work to fill the 2 floored jgallery in
Moulton village.
Peter is one of those artists. He travels the
countryside here and abroad with one thing on
his mind. To ‘capture and record’ many
remarkable landscapes, seascapes, and
portraiture of the UK and abroad

T.T.P
From Trees to Tides to Pigs. Peter has his
own, instantly recognizable techniques and
styles. Sometimes the subject matter jumps
out at you, on others it creeps up as an
emotion behind the brush strokes.
Over 60 original pieces of work fill the lower
and upper gallery with a fantastical journey.
jgallery is one of the few remaining
independent visual contemporary art galleries
in Northampton and they are proud to carry on
the tradition of engaging visitors with original
artwork and creative thinking by many artists
within jgallery Moulton Northampton.
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Exhibition runs from 8th May-8th June
Private view and Launch Friday 10th June 6pm-8pm
Refreshments served /jgallery and Coffee House
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